
Representor number 4316161, Cllr Gina Seaton 

Dear Sir. 

Further to The Chairman of East Coker Parish Council, Councillor Bridget Sugg's statement 

reference no. AD4 at the hearing. I would like to add this further comment below which I 

have felt is relevant to the CIL Examination. 

Comment  

The Community Infrastructure Levy information was first delivered to The Members of the 

South Somerset District Council during 2010/2011.  At that time Head of Strategic Planning 

was Planning Officer, Andy Foyne.  During The first CIL presentation us  the inference was 

that housing development would be charged CIL and that the Rural Villages would in turn 

benefit from the Government stated 15% or 25%   Monies towards infrastructure a needs 

when any development was under taken in their Parishes.  This was the message passed 

out to the Parish Councils and that the Communities would need to be happy with the 

developments planned for their Parishes.  SS2. Localism has now been ignored and has not 

been brought forward in the journey that has been followed by the development of the CIL 

document before us today. Andy Foyne retired after The Local Plan was passed and Paul 

Wheatley became Head of the Strategic Planning Department.  Moving forward to today (the 

original implied parameters as set by  Andy Foyne have been changed ) the goal posts have 

moved away from all housing development contributing to  the local infrastructure and those 

most affected by  high developments in Rural Parishes being left out of their CIL allowances.  

Plus now the CIL charging formula has also been reduced to only. £14.6 million which is a 

minimum contribution to the infrastructure pot compared with the original suggestion at the 

start of the consultations of a CIL of £ 140 per sq. metre!  Now we have all the monies 

moved into the 106 's and very little up front benefit to the communities that CIL was 

supposed to benefit from. The time line for the decision on the present CIL charge has 

covered such financial swings over the years and with so many other additional charges as 

to what development and how much each type of development will pay, (as Chairman of 

East Coker Parish Council, Councillor Bridget Sugg said in her report, she and most others 

find it impossible to understand, or plan any future infrastructure for their Parishes. From the 

original concept of all development paying the same charges, which would have been much 

fairer and would increase the amount taken for the CIL pot, plus produce a larger 

infrastructure benefit to the whole community of South Somerset.  Instead we now have the 

proposed huge 106 take by The Council of £124.1 million for the SUE.  If the 106 charge 

was reduced and that money transferred to the CIL pot it would create a better more 

equitable balance. I think, as has been previously stated, that the Keyford SUE is viable, but 

equally if not , the removal of some infrastructure demands on this site for up to 2500 houses 

could reduce the overall costs  to accommodate both A fair CIL charge and A fair 106 charge 

because The passage of time has created  a confused situation with regards to CIL 

charging. 

This has become such a large subject, I think that I have said all my other comments within 

my previous statements. I thank you for listening to me at the hearing. 

With Regards 

Cllr Gina Seaton 

Coker Ward Member  

South Somerset District Council 

Representor number 4316161 


